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MILANO, 06/04/2019

milan design week 2019

Spectrum: Killer Knots from Outer Space
1_introduction
cc-tapis blasts into Milan Design Week ’19 with Spectrum: Killers Knots from Outer
Space, an all-new collection of hand-knotted rugs presented at the Salone del Mobile fair
and in the Piazza Santo Stefano 10 showroom.
From the solar system to the depths of Detroit, Spectrum brings together six designers for
an out-of-this-world collection: Martino Gamper spun out technicolor chessboards into
multiple dimensions; Patricia Urquiola went mining for color in the Ford factory; while
David/Nicolas found inspiration over a long lunch in Beirut. We investigated color
gradients with Germans Ermičs; hunted for rare birds with Maarten De Ceulaer; looked
to the stars with Studiopepe; and spent some quarters in an eighties arcade with the allnew cc-tapis-designed Rug Invaders collection.
Art Director Daniele Lora explains of project’s intent: “Spectrum highlights cc-tapis’s
endless capacity to research and experiment with different techniques and finishes. Every
rug is exhibited as a single experiment, each piece created independently from the others
without an aesthetic link or ‘fil rouge’. It is only within the Spectrum laboratory, where
they are finally able to mix and mingle, do they solidify their identity together. Our
mission is to communicate the possibilities of experimentation within the craft to inspire
our clients by showing them what we are capable of.”
During Design Week, both the Piazza Santo Stefano showroom and Salone del Mobile
fair stand will be transformed by Studio MILO into a space-age fantasy: a retrofuturistic laboratory where nothing is quite as it seems.
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milan design week 2018

Spectrum: Killer Knots from Outer Space
2_cc-tapis showroom and stand
Don your lab coat and fill your syringe, because cc-tapis and Studio MILO have some
serious research to do. Inspired by space age fantasies from the retro-futuristic eighties,
visitors to the Piazza Santo Stefano showroom and Salone del Mobile stand will step
into a science fiction laboratory where experimentation freely reigns.
After the success of the cc-tapis stand in 2018 with its colorful sequence of arches,
Studio MILO delved deep into their material archives for the Spectrum concept of
2019. Chromatic details, neon-lighting and extensive research into completely recycable
materials which will be recycled after the Milan Design Week: Both the iron structure
and the polycarbonate sheeting can be completely recycled; the spray-on green-colored cork
is an eco-sustainable material and biologically pure and the Celenit panels are made
from a natural wooden composite which is a product of sustainable forest management.
All of these elements are whipped up into an immersive experience: a highly combustible
environment housing the cc-tapis lab’s latest experiments.
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milan design week 2018

Spectrum: Killer Knots from Outer Space
2_cc-tapis showroom

Ph: Andrea Bartoluccio
press contact:
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milan design week 2018

Spectrum: Killer Knots from Outer Space
3_about cc-tapis
Born in France. Designed in Milan. Produced in Nepal.
cc-tapis is an Italian company which produces contemporary handmade rugs which are
created in Nepal by expert Tibetan artisans.
The company was founded by Nelcya Chamszadeh and Fabrizio Cantoni in France
who have been producing hand-knotted rugs in Nepal for over 18 years. In 2011 cctapis moved to Milan where the company is now based and a team of designers lead by
Daniele Lora, art-director and partner, innovate through a new approach to traditional
methods.
A strong respect for the materials and for the culture of this ancient craft is reflected in
the company’s eco-friendly approach to every step of production, ranging from the hand
spinning of the softest Himalayan wool to the use of purified rainwater for the washing
of the final products, making each one of cc-tapis rugs unique.
Far from mass production, cc-tapis aims to offer a tailored service to those who
understand and enjoy a high-end product, where a three month production time contains a
story of ageless culture.
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Highlights

xequer collection
standard color version
designed by martino gamper

Multiple planes of brilliant chequerboards clash and crackle in Martino Gamper’s latest
collection for cc-tapis. The bright, piercing colours intertwine and overlap in a
psychedelic world born from Gamper’s imagination. Hand knotted with Himalayan wool,
pure silk and linen, the materials interplay in the same way as the colour-blocked
grids, resulting in a brilliant collision of textures and shades. Twisted lines,
distorted perspectives and the graphic play typical of Gamper’s designs culminate in
five spellbinding new rugs.

xequer a

xequer b

materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool, pure silk and linen
quality: A
dimensioni: 230 X 300cm

materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool, pure silk and linen
quality:A
dimensioni: 170 X 240cm

press contact:
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xequer c

xequer d

materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool, pure silk and linen
quality:
dimensioni: 230 X 300cm

materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool,pure silk and linen
quality: A
dimensioni: 230 X 300cm

xequer e

materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool, pure silk and linen
quality: A
dimensioni: 230 X 300cm
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Creative mind

martino gamper

Martino
Gamper
(b.
1971,
Merano, Italy) lives and works
in London. Starting as an
apprentice with a furniture
maker in Merano, Gamper went
on to study sculpture under
Michelangelo Pistoletto at the
Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna.
He completed a Masters in 2000
from the Royal College of
Art, London, where he studied
under Ron Arad. Working across
design and art venues, Martino
Gamper engages in a variety
of projects from exhibition
design, interior design, oneoff commissions and the design
of
mass-produced
products
for the cutting edge of the
international
furniture
industry. Gamper has presented
his
works
and
projects
internationally,
selected
exhibitions
and
commissions
include: ‘design is a state
of mind’, Serpentine Sackler
Gallery,
London
(2014);
‘Period Room’, Palais De Tokyo,
Paris; ’Tu casa, mi casa’,
The Modern Institute, Glasgow
(2013); ‘Bench Years’, London
Design
Festival
commission,
V&A Museum, London (2012);
ʻGesamtkunsthandwerk’
(Karl
Fritsch, Martino Gamper and
Francis Upritchard), GovettBrewster
Art
Gallery,
New
Plymouth
–
New
Zealand
(2011);
Project
for
Café
Charlottenborg,
Kunsthal
Charlottenborg,
Copenhagen
(2011);
‘Bench
to
Bench’,

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it

public street furniture in East
London in collaboration with
LTGDC (2011);‘A 100 chairs in
100 Days’, 5 Cromwell Place,
London
(2007);‘Wouldn’t
it
be Nice…Wishful thinking in
Art & Designʼ, Centre dʼ Art
Contemporain, Genève (2007).
Gamper was the recipient of the
Moroso Award for Contemporary
Art in 2011, and the Brit
Insurance Designs of the Year,
Furniture Award in 2008 for his
project ‘A 100 Chairs in 100
days’.
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Highlights

fordite collection
standard color version
designed by patricia urquiola

Fordite is a byproduct of the car manufacturing industry: a multicoloured stratum of
enamel automotive paint that has built up over time within the factory, which is then
baked and polished until it resembles a jewel. Inspired by this material, Patricia
Urquiola has integrated a similar approach to sustainability in the creation of these
rugs. The Himalayan wool, pure silk and aloe used was sourced from the material excess
left over from cc-tapis’s regular production process. The rugs maintain the same
layered appearance as Fordite, recreated with recycled wool.

fordite 1

fordite 2

materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool, pure silk and aloe
quality:A
dimensioni: 170 X 300cm

materials: cotton weave
Himalyan wool, pure silk and aloe
quality:A
dimensioni:200 X 300cm

press contact:
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fordite 3

materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool, pure silk and aloe
quality:A
dimensioni:230 X 300cm

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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Creative mind

patricia urquiola

Patricia Urquiola was born
in Oviedo (Spain) in 1961.
She lives and works in Milan.
She attended the University
of
Architecture
at
Madrid
Polytechnic as well as the
Milan Polytechnic, where she
graduated in 1989 with Achille
Castiglioni.
She was an assistant lecturer
to Achille Castiglioni and
Eugenio Bettinelli in Milan and
Paris where she was responsible
for the new product development
office of DePadova, working
with Vico Magistretti, head
of Lissoni Associati’s design
group.
In 2001 she opened her own
studio
working
on
product
design,
architecture
and
installations.
Amongst
her
latest projects in architecture
are The Jewellery Museum in
Vicenza, the Mandarin Oriental
Hotel in Barcelona, Das Stue
Hotel in Berlin, the Spa of the
Four Seasons Hotel in Milan,
the Room Mate Giulia Hotel
in Milan and the Il Sereno
Hotel in Como; showrooms and
installations
for
Gianvito
Rossi, BMW, Cassina, Missoni,
Moroso,
Molteni,
Officine
Panerai,
H&M,
Santoni
and
the general concept of Pitti
Immagine in Florence.
She creates design products
for the most important Italian

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it

and international companies,
such
as:
Agape,
Alessi,
Axor-Hansgrohe,
B&B
Italia,
Baccarat, Boffi, Budri, Cassina,
De Padova, Driade, Ferragamo,
Flos, Gan, Georg Jensen, Glas
Italia,
Haworth,
Kartell,
Kettal,
Kvadrat,
Listone,
Giordano,
Louis
Vuitton,
Molteni,
Moroso,
Mutina,
Rosenthal and Verywood.
Some of her work is displayed
in
various
museums
and
collections,
such
as
the
MoMA in New York, Musée des
Arts decoratifs in Paris, the
Museum of Design in Zurich, the
Vitra Design Museum in Basel,
the Victoria & Albert Museum
in London, the Stedelijk in
Amsterdam and the Triennale
Museum in Milan.
She has won several international
prizes and awards including
the Medalla de Oro al Mérito
en las Bellas Artes (Gold Medal
in Fine Arts) awarded by the
Spanish Government; Order of
Isabella the Catholic, awarded
by His Majesty The King of
Spain Juan Carlos I; “Designer
of the decade” for two German
magazines, Home and Häuser,
“Designer of the Year” for
Wallpaper, Ad Spain, Elle Decor
International and Architektur
und Wohnen Magazine. She was
the Ambassador of the Milan Expo
in 2015. She is Art Director of
Cassina since September 2015.
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Preview

parvata

standard color version
designed by jean-marie massaud

“Nepalese and Tibetan craftsmen, masters of the art of hand-knotted rugs, have translated
our concept in their own traditional aesthetic-language to convey the natural wonders
of Himalayan rock formations. Parvata: a segment of the Himalayas.” Jean-Marie Massaud
A homage to the country it was created in, the name “Parvata” is the Nepali word
for mountain and is produced by cc-tapis in the Kathmandu valley at the base of the
Himalayas. A rug born to enrich the lives of the craftsmen that created it and the
future of Nepal.

PARVATA

PARVATA ROUND

materials: cotton weave, himalayan
wool, bamboo silk and linen borders.
quality: A (125.000 knots/sqm approx.)

materials: cotton weave, himalayan
wool, bamboo silk and linen borders.
quality: A (125.000 knots/sqm approx.)

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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Creative mind

jean-marie massaud

Since the beginning of his
career (a 1990 graduate of
Paris’
ENSCI-Les
Ateliers,
Paris Design Institute), JeanMarie Massaud has been working
on an extensive range of works,
stretching from architecture
to
objects,
from
one-off
project to serial ones, from
macro environment down to micro
contexts. Major brands such
as Axor, Cassina, Christofle,
Poliform, Toyota have solicited
his ability to mix comfort
and elegance, zeitgeist and
heritage,
generosity
and
distinction.
Beyond these elegant designs,
his quest for lightness – in
matters of essence – synthesize
three broader stakes: individual
and
collective
fulfillment,
economic
and
industrial
efficiency, and environmental
concerns. “I’m trying to find an
honest, generous path with the
idea that, somewhere between
the hard economic data, there
are users. People.”
His
creations,
whether
speculative
or
pragmatic,
explore
this
imperative
paradigm: reconciling pleasure
with
responsibility,
the
individual with the collective.

cloud
and
volcano-shaped
building, integrated in a vast
urban-development program that
re-unite leisure and culture,
nature and urbanization, sport
aficionados and local citizens.
Instead of implanting a stadium,
he proposed an environment.
And the initial vision has
proven a realistic approach:
the project has come to life
in July 2011.
More recently, his concept
car developed in partnership
with Toyota, has the same
objective. MEWE is a synthesis
of economical and ecological
concepts, integrating issues
specific to each stakeholder:
the user, industry, and the
environment.
A
pioneering
multiple-use platform that is
a car for the people, with a
body in expanded polypropylene
foam: a major innovation.
“When I’m working on a project,
there’s always an attempt to
renew the subject I’m involved
in”. Another distinctive aspect
of his approach.

When asked to imagine a new
stadium
for
the
city
of
Guadalajara, Mexico, he comes
back with a never seen before

press contact:
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Highlights

rug invaders
designed by cc-tapis design-lab

An inter-galactic, shape-shifting army of contemporary hand-knotted rugs born from the
minds of the cc-tapis design-lab. Taking inspiration from traditional rug motifs and
icons, the Rug Invaders have broken-free from their historical past and are now outof-scale and from out-of-space. The 5 invaders: Tabriz Destroyer, Ushak Invader, Kazak
Space Shifter, Palmette Lazer Cannon and The Mothership all have their own particular
size and shape, conceived to be combined together in a single interior. The Invaders are
a new generation of rugs set to conquer and redefine how rugs are used within a space.
Invading an interior near you soon.

TABRIZ DESTROYER

TABRIZ DESTROYER

color combination: 1
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and pure silk
quality: A+
dimensioni: 220 X 230cm

color combination: 2
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and pure silk
quality: A+
dimensioni: 220 X 230cm

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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USHAK INVADER

KAZAK SPACE SHIFTER

color combination: standard
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and pure silk
quality: A+
dimensioni: 147 X 145cm

color combination: standard
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool
quality: A+
dimensioni:155 X 145cm

PALMETTE LAZER CANNON

color combination: standard
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool
quality: A+
dimensioni:133 X 113cm

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it

PALMETTE LAZER CANNON

color combination: lilla
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and pure silk
quality:A
dimensioni:133 X 113cm
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THE MOTHERSHIP

THE MOTHERSHIP

color combination:1
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and silk
quality: A+
dimensioni:170 X 240cm

color combination:2
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and silk
quality: A+
dimensioni:170 X 240cm

THE MOTHERSHIP

color combination:3
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and silk
quality: A+
dimensioni:170 X 240cm

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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Creative mind

cc-tapis design-lab

The design lab is cc-tapis’s in house creative arm. Led by Art Director Daniele Lora,
it is a project that runs parallel to the collections and collaborations launched yearly. In
addition to designing these new collections, such as 2019’s Rug Invaders, the design lab
works with architects and interior designers to create custom pieces with the dimensions,
colors and materials of their choice.
Because cc-tapis’s rugs are made exclusively by hand, the design lab can easily develop
custom projects. The dimensions, colors and materials of most rugs in the collections
can be adapted or with the guidance of the design lab a client can produce a completely
original piece. There are endless possibilities to create a unique carpet using more than
1200 different colors and material variations like wool, linen, silk or aloe, which can be
combined to create different textures and varying pile heights. A completely bespoke handknotted rug can be produced within 8 to 24 weeks.

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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Highlights

Plasterworks Collection
designed by david/nicolas

The friendship between cc-tapis and david/nicolas stretches back to their university
days, so its no surprise that the seeds for the Plasterworks Collection were planted over
a long, friendly lunch. The restaurant in question was Kaléo, a Beirut spot designed by
the duo. Inspired by the triangle patterns that decorate the restaurant’s walls, the
motif was spun out into multiple variations that feature soft lines, inventive colour
combinations and contrasting textures. Each hand sketched design was then translated
into an ultra-fine hand-knotted rug in Himalayan wool and silk.

plasterworks a

plasterworks b

color combination: black and white
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and pure silk
quality:A+
dimensioni:170 X 300cm

color combination: black and white
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and pure silk
quality:A+
dimensioni:170 X 180cm

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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plasterworks c

plasterworks a

color combinations: black and white
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and pure silk
quality:A+
dimensioni:250 X 270cm

color combination: pink and green
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and pure silk
quality:A+
dimensioni:170 X 300cm

plasterworks b

plasterworks C

color combination: pink and green
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and pure silk
quality:A+
dimensioni:170 X 180cm

color combination: pink and green
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and pure silk
quality:A+
dimensioni:250 X 270cm

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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plasterworks A

plasterworks B

color combinations: gold
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and pure silk
quality:A+
dimensioni:170 X 300cm

color combination: sage
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and pure silk
quality:A+
dimensioni:170 X 180cm

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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Creative mind

david / nicolas

David
Raffoul
and
Nicolas
Moussallem
have
established
a global presence since they
set uptheir studio, david/
nicolas, in Beirut in 2011.
Their innovative approach to
contrastingmaterials,
along
with
their
unique
way
of
blending retro, contemporary
and futuristic elements, gives
their work a timeless aesthetic
that translates to a wide range
of projects, from furniture
design to high-end bespoke
interiors.
David and Nicolas met at the
Lebanese Academy of Fine Arts,
where they both studied for a
Bachelor’s degree in Interior
Design, going on to undertake
Masters degrees at the Scuola
Politecnica
Di
Design
in
Milan. After graduating, both
undertook
internships
with
international design studios,
Nicolas going on to freelance
for a year in Beirut while
David worked as a designer at
Fabrica, in Treviso, Italy.

down his ideas, and no design
is ever completed without both
partners’ input. While one is
working on a design, the other
will often “hack” it, vetoing a
particular aspect or suggesting
an addition that necessitates
a fresh approach.
The duo’s breakout year came in
2014 at the Milan Design Week
during which the New York Times
selected them as one of the
design week’s three breakout
stars. Later the same year,
they held their first solo show
in Beirut, “Loulou/Hoda” at
JM Design Gallery, exhibiting
pieces
inspired
by
their
grandmothers
that
combined
Oriental and Western as well
as antique and contemporary
influences. Subsequently, the
studio introduced its first
industrial project at Maison
&amp; Objet, the “Orquestra”
tableware collection for Vista
Alegre, which was awarded the
Red Dot Design Award and the
Wallpaper* Award.

Since 2011, david/nicolas has
staged several exhibitions and
collaborated with established
international
brands.
The
duo’s
“retro-futuristic”
aesthetic
is
rooted
in
a
wide range of influences, from
Oriental geometry, to antique
furniture, to robots, space
travel and the music of Daft
Punk. The partnership is built
on mutual criticism, as much as
encouragement.
David creates detailed sketches
while Nicolas prefers to write

press contact:
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Highlights

lunar addiction

standard color version - completely undyed
designed by studiopepe.

A constellation of deconstructed forms crash against one another in Studiopepe’s Lunar
Addiction collection. Each rug is articulated by a series of contrasts: complex patterns
against visual regularity; flat surfaces alongside three-dimensional components; rough
versus smooth textures. The rugs’ asymmetrical configurations are interrupted by pure
graphic elements, giving each composition a contemporary edge. Each piece is composed
of a shaggy pile in natural Himalayan wool juxtaposed against ultra refined and finished
sections that are meticulously sculpted by hand.

lunar addiction square

color combination: undyed
materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and linen
quality:B
dimensions: 250 X 250cm
press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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Creative mind

studiopepe.

Studiopepe is a design agency
renowned
for
its
eclectic
and
layered
perspective.
Founded in Milan in 2006, the
agency takes a visionary and
multidisciplinary
approach
to
design.
Our
strongly
recognizable identity is based
on experimentation, citations,
and unusual associations that
seek uniqueness and respect
the client’s individuality.
Studiopepe’s
projects
are
characterized
by
their
emotional and aesthetic impact,
melding rigour with vision,
and the continuous search for
contaminations of contemporary
codes and languages. Arianna
Lelli Mami and Chiara Di Pinto
founded Studiopepe, both coming
from solid design experience;
together they realize styling
projects with strong emotional
value. Given their eclectic
and
composite
background,
Studiopepe
is
focused
on
creative consultancy in all
forms of manifestation.

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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Highlights

feathers collection
standard color version
designed by maarten de ceulaer

Maarten De Ceulaer has always had an affinity for birds. Years ago, he came across the
works of John James Audubon and John Gould and ever since has regularly used these
illustrations as a source of inspiration. To create each image, De Ceulaer scans,
digitally isolates and combines various birds together, often tweaking and morphing them
into further abstraction. Shapes, colors, and textures are rearranged in enchanting and
absorbing compositions. The collages are then translated into rich and sophisticated
rugs, hand-knotted in Himalayan wool and silk. By varying the pile-height a sense of
depth is added, emphasising the feathers’ shapes.

feathers round

feathers freeform

materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and pure silk
quality:A++
dimensioni:250 X 250cm

materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool and pure silk
quality:A++
dimensioni:200 X 133cm

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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Creative mind

maarten de ceulaer

Maarten De Ceulaer was born in
Belgium in 1983. He first studied
Interior Design at the SintLukas Hogeschool in Brussels.
Attracted by conceptual and
narrative design, he continued
his studies at the Design
Academy Eindhoven. A strong
passion for travelling inspired
his
graduation
project
‘A
Pile of Suitcases’, which was
immediately picked up by Nina
Yashar, founder of the renowned
Milanese gallery Nilufar. It
was the start of a close and
ongoing
collaboration,
and
a collection that has grown
steadily over the years.

Young Talent 2013. Besides
Gallery Nilufar, he also works
with Victor Hunt Gallery in
Brussels, and companies such
as Moroso, Cappellini, Fendi
and Casamania. His work is
held in private and public
collections
(Design
Museum
Ghent), and has been exhibited
in museums (Stedelijk Museum ‘s
Hertogenbosch, Design Museum
Ghent,
Triennale
Milan),
festivals, biennials and fairs
worldwide.

Maarten is known for the highly
evocative, poetic and playful
touch he gives his objects. He
uses his work to tell stories,
to stir people’s emotions,
to inspire their imagination
and to make them wonder. He
continuously
explores
new
materials
and
investigates
in production techniques and
crafts. The emotional aspect
of objects is equally important
as the functional, and he has
a remarkable attention for
detail. He is known for using
materials
in
unconventional
ways, and the end-result never
ceases to surprise.
Maarten De Ceulaer has been
awarded with the Belgian Young
Designer award in 2007 and the
Henry Van De Velde award for

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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Highlights

tidal collection
designed by germans ermičs

The Tidal Collection explores the symbiotic relationship between color and ornament.
Often color is an afterthought, but in this collection it has been developed to become
the primary element. A two-dimensional surface becomes three-dimensional as the color
creates movement and animation in the design. “I start with basic geometric forms,
circles, squares and rectangles and I let the design transform them,” Ermičs says of
the process. To create the monochromatic fade effect, cc-tapis devised an entirely new
coloring system, combining threads of Himalayan wool in alternating saturations in a
labour-intensive process that resulted in a delicate meditation on color and form.

isle

retreat

materials: cotton weave
pile: Himalayan wool
quality:A
dimensioni:250 X 250cm

materials: cotton weave
pile:Himalayn wool
quality:A
dimensioni:230 X 230cm

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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overflow

chroma spill

materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool
quality:A
dimensioni: 230 X 300cm

materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool
quality:A
dimensioni:230 X 300cm

chroma radiate

materials: cotton weave
Himalayan wool
quality:A
dimensioni:250 X 250cm

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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Creative mind

germans ermičs

Born in Riga, Latvia in 1985.
After
studying
design
in
Denmark Germans went completed
an internship at Rasmus Koch
Studio in Copenhagen where he
developed my skills in graphic
design. In 2007, he co-founded
the Latvian culture magazine
Veto, serving as art director.
At the same time, he began
studying at the Design Academy
Eindhoven, in the department
Man
&
Living,
where
his
primary focus was furniture
and interiors. Prior to his
graduation in 2011 he completed
an internship at Studio Robert
Stadler in Paris. During the
next two years, he worked on
diverse interior and graphic
design projects for both Dutch
and international clients. In
September 2014 he started my
own studio in Amsterdam.
As a designer he often employs
his graphic design background
to
add
a
new
and
fresh
approach to design and enjoys
experimenting with different
materials and perceptions of
space.

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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press kit

New Color Combinations 2019

Creative mind

visioni

2019 color version
designed by patricia urquiola

A new color palette for the iconic rugs designed by Patricia Urquiola, where the black
outlines have taken-on a vibrant glow which contrast with charged and contemporary
colors. Two rugs that testify to the desire to give value to ancient production
techniques, adding a contemporary breath to them.

visioni a 2019

visioni b 2019

color combination: 2019
materials: cotton weave,Himalayan wool
quality: A
dimensioni:190 X 230cm

color combination: 2019
materials: cotton weave,Himalayan wool
quality: A
dimensioni:190 X 230cm

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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triple slinkie
2019 color version
designed by patricia urquiola

A design story revolving around color which in 2019 expands to include the new colorcombination of the Triple Slinkie, a succession of warm chromatic evolutions. A visual
exercise which transforms the intangible idea of shade and hue into a sophisticated
product.

triple slinkie 2019

color combination: 2019
materials: cotton weave,Himalayan wool
quality: A+
dimensioni:223 X 300cm

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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envolée

2019 color versions
designed by cristina celestino

The new project by Cristina Celestino for cc-tapis takes inspiration from one of the
most delicate architectures present in nature: the wings of a butterfly. Observed under
a microscope, their beauty is so sophisticated that it defies every type of description.
They are ephemeral structures, characterized by iridescent, hypnotic and marvelous
scales. The wings of lepidopterans butterflies look like brushstrokes, like paintings in
motion. The elegance of their composition, under an attentive eye, has the consistency
of a fabric. A consideration which lead Cristina Celestino to translate that which is
not visibile to the naked eye into a macro scale.
The decorative motif is thus revealed by the alternation of chromatic compositions
defined by different material densities, from wool to linen. A rhythm that is translated
into a full and vibrant texture, playing on the characteristics of the individual
materials and on the varying pile-heights used.

envolée

envolée

color combination: amber
materials: cotton weave, himalayan
wool and linen pile
quality: B (89.000 knots/sqm approx.)
dimensioni: 230x300

color combination: forest
materials: cotton weave, himalayan
wool and linen pile
quality: B (89.000 knots/sqm approx.)
dimensioni: 230x300

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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cristina celestino

Cristina Celestino was born in
Pordenone in 1980. In 2005 she
graduated from Iuav in Venice
with fullmarks in Architecture
and started working with a
number of architecture studios,
before shifting her attention
to Interior architecture and
design. In 2009 she moved to
Milan where she founded her
own design brand under the
name “Attico Design”, which
produces lamps and furniture
characterized by a deep research
on materials and shapes.
In 2012 she was selected to take
part in the Salone Satellite
and
after
this
experience
Attico Design products have
been
exhibited
in
several
international
galleries
and showrooms. The product
Atomizers, produced by Seletti,
becomes part of the Permanent
collection of Italian Design
by Triennale Museum of Milan.
Her
work
currently
spans
from
limited
editions
for
design galleries and museums,
to special commissions for
outstanding brands as: Fendi,
Nilufar, Sergio Rossi, Tonelli
Design, Torremato, BottegaNove.
She works as a creative director
for exclusive brands and as
an architect she is engaged
in challenging interior and
exhibition projects.
In occasion of DesignMiami/ 2016
Cristina designed “The Happy
Room” collection for Fendi.
The next year she created the

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it

interior and the collection of
furniture for a new boutique
concept exclusively for Sergio
RossiCristina
has
been
honored
with
several
international
recognitions: in 2016 she was
awarded with the special jury
prize at Salone del Mobile,
in 2017 she won the ELLE DECO
International Design Awards
with the wall covering project
“Plumage” for Botteganove.
She works and lives in Milan.
￼￼￼
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ultimate bliss
2019 color version
designed by mae engelgeer

An evolution on the Bliss aesthetic, the Ultimate Bliss increases the sculptural and 3D
effect which characterizes the collection, creating an extremely sophisticated textile
landscape.
The rounded shapes of the design play with subtle colors which are enriched by a variety
of pile-heights in Himalayan wool and pure silk. As the designer says “the design is
so dense you can get lost in the Bliss.”

ultimate bliss

bliss big ultimate

color combination: ultimate
materials: cotton weave, himalayan wool
and silk pile
quality: A+ (152.000 knots/sqm approx.)
dimensioni: 250x250

color combination: ultimate
materials: cotton weave, himalayan wool
and silk pile
quality: A+ (152.000 knots/sqm approx.)
dimensioni: 170x300

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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mae engelgeer

Dutch designer Mae Engelgeer
attended
the
Amsterdam
Fashion Instituut where she
specialised in textile design,
graduating in 2004. Later she
was accepted to the prestigious
Master Course in Applied Arts
at the Sandberg Instituut and
developed her first collection
of textiles at TextielLab.
In 2014 Engelgeer opened her
own
studio
in
Amsterdam,
working on product design and
development, installations, and
international collaborations.
Mae
Engelgeer’s
work
is
characterised by a typical use
of colour, geometric shapes
and linear elements which is
unmistakably hers.
An eye for detail and sense of
composition are important in
her designs when it comes to
introducing balance throughout
a design. Her style has an
open character that could be
described as minimalistic with
a playful twist. She cleverly
combines craft, new technology
and materials into beautiful
textiles
that
enrich
any
home, without losing ground on
refinement or quality.

press contact:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
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cc-tapis
piazza santo stefano 10
20122, milan, italy
www.cc-tapis.com
press inquiries:
PS cc-tapis@p-s.it
+39 02 39624450

